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it; a fourth the main defects found in the article when
made, and so on.
* The railway station' may be subdivided into the
chief parts of the station with their uses; the chief officials
and their duties ; what a tra\Teller with baggage does
between entering the station and the starting of his
train ; the platform scene; etc.
(d)	Definite observation or collecting of information
may sometimes be preparatory, e.g., the school compound
may be described first from memory, afterwards from
special observation of it; or half the class may be set to
observe in advance and the other half not, in which case
•one pupil can check another.    This exercise helps pupils
to realize how careless one's observation is in any matter
where it is not specially directed  or interested.    This
may be tested by describing, e g., other people's appear-
ance, or dress, or a friend's house, or the * wheel of my
bicycle ', or ' the pictures on the wall of my room ', or
* the wares in the shop across the road ', or * the police
"** choki " ', etc., before and after deliberate observation
for the purpose.
(e)	The spirit of emulation and competition may be
usefully called into play.    Class sections can take sides
in advancing arguments, and counter-arguments, or class
groups can set up their leaders to make short speeches
on the same topic, tossing for order of speaking and the
teacher deciding the   winners.    Care must   be   taken
here to give the worse speakers their opportunity, as by
making each section arrange its members in merit order,
the teacher selecting a pupil of the same number in the
order from each group in turn.
On and Off the l Reader '
In adopting any or all of these suggestions it will be
necessary to keep in mind that the reader will still supply
the data for much oral practice, and that there should be
no sudden breaking away from the principles of procedure
•outlined for the middle stage of the teaching. Again,
some of the types of exercises here suggested may prove
"beyond the pupils' level of attainment: efforts must not
be demanded for which the pupil has to spend undue time

